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A Study on Measures to Strengthen
Fisheries Resource Management based
on Total Allowable Catch (TAC)

1. Purpose
▸This study aims to provide policy measures to strengthen
fisheries resource management in coastal and offshore waters
and achieve sustainable fisheries based on higher internal
strengths and expansion of the Total Allowable Catch (TAC)
system. To achieve this goal, the study conducted an assessment
of the current TAC system, a survey on participating fishermen,
analysis of foreign cases, while extracting its implications.
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2. Methodology and Feature
1) Methodology
Classification

Differentiation from preceding studies
Purpose

Method

Main contents

- Study name: Evaluating the - Literature - Implementation status
TAC Policy in the Sandfish
review,
of fisheries resource
Stock Rebuilding Plan
data
restoration plan for
- Researcher (year):
search
sandfish
Kim Do-hoon (2015)
and
- Construction of the bio- Objective: Evaluation of the
status
economic model of
1
TAC system relevant to the
survey
sandfish and overview
recovery and management
of its analysis model
of sandfish stock
- Impact analysis of TAC
on sandfish utilizing the
bio- economic model
- Summary and conclusion

Major
preced
ing
studies
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- Study name: A study on the - Literature
Introduction of ITQ-based
review,
fisheries resource management data
system
search,
- Researcher (year): Pukyong
status
National University, Korea
survey
Maritime Institute (2012)
and
2
- Objective: Establish the
analysis
design of pilot projects and
of foreign
expansion measures for the cases
introduction of ITQ system
to Korea

- Theoretical structure of
ITQ system
- Analysis on the possibility
of introducing ITQ system
- Improvement measures
of laws and systems for
the introduction and
operation of ITQ system
- Introduction of ITQ system
and a basic design for its
operational system
- Measures for effective
implementation and
operation of ITQ system

- Study name: A study on
- Literature
Assessment of TAC for
review,
Multi-species and Multidata
ears
research
- Researcher (year): Korea
and
3
Maritime Institute (2005)
model
- Objective: Build a model for constructi
setting TAC quota for multiple on
fish species captured by a
variety of fisheries

- Theory of multi-species
TAC assessment model
- Construction of an expansion
model for multi-species
TAC assessment
- Empirical analysis and
implications
- Conclusion and policy
suggestions
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This
study

Differentiation from preceding studies
Purpose

Method

Main contents

- Study name: A Study on
- Literature
Construction of the Assessment review,
system for TAC system in
data
Korea
search,
- Researcher (year): Korea Maritime status
4 Institute (2005)
survey
- Objective: Establish measures and
for the construction of
analysis
assessment system to find
of foreign
assessment and improvement cases
measures of TAC system

- Necessity of evaluating
TAC system
- Foreign cases of
evaluating TAC system
- Standards and elements
for the assessment of
TAC system
- Assessment system and
methods of TAC system

- Study name: A Study on
- Literature
Annual Expansion Program
review,
of TAC Target Species
data
- Researcher (year): Korea
search,
Maritime Institute (2002)
status
- Objective: Establish expansion survey
measures on an annual
and
basis through analysis of
analysis
5
TAC target species and type of foreign
of fisheries
cases

- Theoretical review of
TAC system
- Status analysis of
Korea’s TAC system
- Status analysis of TAC
target species and type
of fisheries
- Analyze problems of
TAC system and test its
suitability
- Measures for selecting
new target species for
TAC system and its
implementation
- Estimation of ABC and
TAC of blue crab

- Study name: A Study on
- Literature
Measures to Strengthen
review,
Fisheries Resource Management data
based on Total Allowable
search,
Catch
status
- Researcher (year): Korea
survey
6
Maritime Institute (2019)
and
- Objective: Seek measures
analysis
to strengthen fisheries resource of
management based on
foreign
improvement and expansion cases
of the TAC system

- Present status of costal
and offshore fisheries
and fisheries resources
- Operational status of
TAC system and analysis
of its problems
- Foreign case analysis
and implications
- Policy measures to enhance
TAC-based fisheries
resource management
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Classification

2) Feature
▸Existing studies have concentrated on the introduction of TAC
system, while determining whether TAC quota is reasonable or not.

▸In particular, studies at the beginning of TAC system were
focusing on selecting the type of fish and fisheries. However,
more recent studies have concentrated on the optimal amount
of catch by type of fish and its comparison with TAC quantity.

▸Following an increasingly vibrant discussion on expanding the
type of fish and fisheries for TAC, this study carried out a
comprehensive assessment on the current TAC system.

▸This study differentiates itself from other studies in that it
provides TAC-based policy measures to strengthen fisheries
resource management, recovery of fishery resources and
structural improvements of coastal fisheries.

3. Results
1) Summary
▸This study includes an analysis of the operational status of the
current TAC system, an awareness survey carried out on
fishermen and an analysis of foreign case studies. Based on these
results, it presents goals and basic directions to strengthen
fisheries resource management centering on TAC.

▸Specific policy measures are suggested under three basic
directions in order to settle TAC-oriented fisheries resource
xii
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expansion and enhanced scientific management of the TAC
system, (b) structural improvement and stable management of
coastal and offshore fisheries, and (c) increasing the participation
of TAC and coming up with differentiation policies.

▸Firstly, specific implementation measures for effective expansion
and enhanced scientific management of the TAC system are as
follows: (1) mandating participation in the TAC system and
boosting its fairness, (b) expanding the TAC system in connection
with ‘regulatory sandbox’, (3) advancing the investigation and
assessment of fisheries resources, and (4) upgrading TAC
monitoring.

▸Specific policy measures to achieve structural improvement and
stable management of coastal and offshore fisheries in connection
with TAC include: (1) structural improvement of ‘marginal
fisheries’ and reflecting the unit cost of vessel reduction in reality
(2) paid reallocation of shares in exchange for vessel reduction
and vitalization of structural improvement, and (3) introduction
of revenue insurance for resource management or introduction
of a TAC-based direct payment system for public good.

▸In order to further encourage more fishermen to participate in
the TAC system, it is important to differentiate policies so that
they can feel that participation in the TAC system actually brings
practical benefits in contrast to non-participation.
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management. The three basic directions include (a) effective

▸As the TAC system has gradually taken root in Korea, the
necessity of traditional regulations is expected to diminish.
Against this backdrop, it is necessary to discover unnecessary
regulations across target fisheries of TAC system and start easing
or abolishing them.

▸Despite businesses involving fisheries seriously deteriorating,
even if those working in the fisheries sector have actively
participated in the system or abide by regulations, it is necessary
to prepare support measures from the perspective of a social
safety net such as by introducing fisheries revenue insurance
for stable operation of the TAC system and the stable livelihoods
of fishermen.

2) Policy suggestions and relevant activities
▸The top priority to allow the TAC system to settle in Korea is
not to undermine the fishery-related income of fishermen who
are actively participating in the TAC system. To achieve this,
it is urgent to mandate the type of fisheries capturing certain
target species to participate in the system.

▸In regards to TAC target species, total catch should be reported
even if the amount of catch is small (or accounts for a low
proportion of the total). If it goes unreported, that specific target
species should be banned from sale so that the TAC system
should be stringently enforced and managed without blind spots.

▸The overall system of fisheries resource management should be
shifted towards a TAC-based resource management system.
xiv
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not participating in the TAC system should be reduced, so as
to concentrate on supporting TAC system participants.

▸In this regard, it is necessary to implement a special fishing
vessel buyback program for fishing boats participating in the
TAC system. The first counterplan is thus in cases whereby a
fisherman reduces fishing vessels, part of the shares allocated
to specific vessels are sold to other fishermen on auction with
the proceeds of the sale given as subsidies for reducing the costs
of vessels.

▸The second counterplan is to increase the existing compensation
of vessel reduction for those participating in the TAC system to
provide a proper exit strategy for fishermen. To be specific, it
is necessary to review measures either expanding the
compensation of business closures to 100% of 3 years of average
revenue for fishing vessels participating in the TAC system, or by
increasing the compensation period to a permitted period of 5
years while maintaining the compensation rate at the current level.

3) Expected benefits including policy contribution
▸This study contributes to the realization of sustainable fisheries
by strengthening TAC-based fisheries resource management to
prevent overfishing and by facilitating the recovery of target
species.
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Therefore, existing policies and benefits to fishermen who are

▸It provides supplementary measures to prevent the type of
fisheries not participating in the TAC system from catching TAC
target species at source. Therefore, this study contributes to
improving the equality of the TAC system operation while
promoting its participation.

▸Upgrading the precision of investigation and assessment of TAC
target species and establishing a monitoring system of fishery
catch with no blind spots will allow the TAC system to become
a scientific management system worthy of its name.

▸The results of an awareness survey on TAC participating
fishermen can be utilized as useful foundational data for
establishing relevant policies to solidify internal strength of the
TAC system.
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